INTRODUCTION

Open banking is emerging as a powerful new channel and source of significant revenue across the globe. Banks are building an ecosystem of service partners, software providers, and developers to accelerate the growth of their business through this channel. Open banking supports connectivity with third-party financial technology (fintech) companies to rapidly expand a bank’s digital capabilities. To thrive in this marketplace, banks need software providers that can provide innovative banking application programming interfaces (APIs) and built-in connectivity.

The Open Bank Project, led by Berlin-based software company TESOBE, is the leading open source banking solution for banks. Integrated with Red Hat® Fuse, the Open Bank Project gives enterprises access to more than 160 APIs used by a global developer community. It empowers financial institutions to securely and rapidly enhance their digital offerings.

THE FUTURE OF BANKING

The transformations reshaping the financial services industry offer banks opportunities to adopt technology that can increase their competitiveness and improve their brand. The Open Bank Project enables banks of all sizes to deploy modular APIs and connect with a global community of more than 9,000 fintech developers to build modern digital banking services. This arrangement simplifies connectivity for banks while allowing end users to benefit from engaging applications that improve customer experiences.

Connecting to disparate banking systems is essential for banks to provide differentiated value for their consumers and unlock new revenue opportunities. Based on open industry standards and hardened through a rich history in banking, Red Hat Fuse delivers interoperability across any source of data in your bank. Integration with the rest of Red Hat’s rules engine and data virtualization capability lets you apply processing rules with minimal coding.

Open Bank Project solutions are uniquely open source and modular, eliminating the unnecessary cost of lengthy solution design and implementation. The design, build, and compliance aspects are all managed to allow banks to focus on developing strategic partnerships with fintech companies from the Open Bank Project ecosystem and beyond. TESOBE’s architectures deliver fully operational open banking platforms in less time than traditional API frameworks, significantly reducing design, build, and integration costs.
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BENEFITS

The Open Bank Project provides a range of benefits, including:

• A composable, modular solution design that accelerates time to market.

• Patterns and connectors that are built in to more than 160 applications and services, allowing you to incorporate a wide variety of new and existing data sources and endpoints into your environment.

• Lightweight development frameworks that deliver rapid integration cycles.

• Revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance and security standards.

• An extensive catalog of APIs and applications—more than 160 prebuilt banking APIs, 9,000 fintech developers, and 200 Red Hat Fuse connectors.

LEARN MORE

For more information about the Open Bank Project or to learn how TESOBE can help your organization with your open banking journey, email contact@openbankproject.com and visit openbankproject.com.

ABOUT TESOBE

TESOBE is the Berlin-based software company behind the Open Bank Project, the leading open source API and app store for banks that empowers financial institutions to securely and rapidly enhance their digital offerings. TESOBE assists banks in executing effective API strategies by providing a proven API technology platform supported by an active community of developers and partners. TESOBE consults banks on API strategy, digital transformation, and associated regulation, and it runs hackathons and other innovation programs for banks.